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Quantum Entanglement and Bell’s Inequalities 

By Joshua A. Rose 

The development of quantum mechanics over the last 100 years has produced a 
myriad of counter-intuitive explanations of certain properties of the natural world. 
Examples include wave-particle duality, quantum superposition, and uncertainty. 
Perhaps the most counter-intuitive and fascinating aspect of quantum behavior, 
however, is the phenomenon of nonlocality. Whereas in a classically behaving system 
objects can only interact locally (i.e. the objects ‘collide’), some quantum mechanically 
behaving objects can be influenced instantaneously at a distance. 

 
This has been problematic for physicists because intuition dictates that objects 

can only interact instantaneously if they collide with each other. If an event occurs 
wherein some arbitrarily long distance separates two objects involved in the event, the 
affects that the objects have on each other take time to manifest. Specifically, the 
amount of time that it takes for a change in some system to affect other components of 
the system is dependent on the distance that separates the location of the ‘change’ and 
the objects that are to be affected. In the case of two particles in an entangled state, 
however, performing a measurement on one of the particles breaks the system 
immediately, instantaneously producing a change in the state of the other entangled 
particle no matter how far apart the particles are. This is an amazing phenomenon 
because it demonstrates that particles can interact in a nonlocal manner, and that we 
can know the state of a particle (just before the measurement is taken) just by 
measuring the state of its entangled counterpart no matter how big the distance is that 
separates them. 

 
Entangled systems consist of objects that are considered to be part of a non-

separable system |𝛹12⟩, where 
|𝛹12⟩ ≠ |𝛹1⟩ ⊗ |Ψ2⟩. 

 
This is unique because the components of the system cannot actually be thought of as 
components in the sense that they are independently behaving particles. A change in 
the state of either particle instantaneously changes the state of the entire system, 
signifying that the system behaves as a singular object. This is the explanation behind 
why the particles in the system are influenced instantaneously. Even though the 
change in one of the particles in the system affects the other particle instantly, special 
relativity is not violated because information does not propagate through the system. 
   

The first people to consider this action at a distance were Albert Einstein, 
Nathan Rosen, and Boris Podolsky. In 1935, they wrote a paper about a 
gedankenexperiment (thought experiment) they formulated as an attempt to prove that 
our understanding of quantum mechanics is incomplete by implying that there must be 
‘hidden variables’ that physicists are not accounting for. They assumed that, given two 
particles in a system with exclusive states (e.g. two electrons with exclusive spin 
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states), they would be able to deduce the state of one of the particles by measuring the 
state of the other particle. In the case of electrons with exclusive spin states, the EPR 
paradox surmised that the only way for the uncertainty principle 

Δ𝑥Δ𝑝 ≥
ℏ
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to be upheld after measuring the state of one of the electrons is for the state of the 
other electron to be instantly changed, despite some arbitrarily long distance that may 
separate them. When they introduced this concept of an action at a distance, they 
treated it as impossible, thinking that they had discovered a definite way to recover 
information about the system, which represented a violation of the uncertainty 
principle. 
 

In 1964, John Stewart Bell engaged this perspective by writing a paper titled, 
“On the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen Paradox.” In the paper, Bell formulated a trivial 
mathematical inequality (Bell Inequality) that related physical characteristics of 
components of a system, and he provided examples of experiments that could be done 
to test his inequality. The premise of the experiment is that in any classically behaving 
system, objects in the system have a given set of characteristics that are trivially 
related by Bell’s inequality. The only way that the inequality can be violated is if the 
system cannot be explained by a classical analog. The violation of the inequalities 
indicates that when one of the particles changes states, the paired (entangled) particle 
instantaneously changes its state with no dependence on distance.  

 
In addition to being an intrinsically interesting phenomenon, entanglement has 

potential in application. In particular, entanglement can be applied to a method of 
secure communication called quantum key distribution. This method relies on the 
uncertainty principle to prevent eavesdroppers from being capable of decoding 
encrypted messages. By utilizing the polarization states of single photons as a method 
of encoding information, a sender and receiver can determine whether or not 
transmitted information has been intercepted by some eavesdropper by comparing the 
results of the polarization states recorded by the receiver with the polarization states 
the distributor decided to send. This works because an eavesdropper would have to 
perform some measurement on the particles being used to transmit information in 
order to recover information, which would change the state of the photons being used 
to transmit information. This would become apparent when the sender and receiver 
confer about the process they used to communicate, which would alert them to the fact 
that their information has been tampered with. 

 
It is obvious that entanglement is fascinating from a purely theoretical point of 

view because of its peculiar physical characteristics. However, it also has great 
potential for application to secure communication, which makes quantum 
entanglement a particularly important area of research.  


